
Book Note

ByWilliam M. Dwyer. The Day Is Ours! An Inside View of the Battles
of Trenton and Princeton, November 1776January 1777.

(New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1983; reprint
edition 1998. Pp xiii, 426, notes, bibliography, index.)

December 2000 marked the 224th anniversary of George Washing-
tons crossing of the Delaware River and subsequent surprise attack on
the Hessian garrison at Trenton. (It also marked the 48th consecutive
year that the dramatic episode was commemorated at the site of The
Crossing, an event which in itself is a cultural phenomenon.) William
M. Dwyer's The Day Is Ours! is among the most compelling narratives
of these revolutionary events. Using published letters, diaries, and mem-
oirs, Dwyer presents an engagingly written story-not surprising in
view of the author's long career as a veteran journalist-about the time
when the American cause was truly in peril. Regarding the 'Spirit of '76,
he reminds us that by year's end most Whigs would have agreed with
Robert Morris, who was "heartily glad" it was over.

Dwyer places the battles of Trenton and Princeton in the proper con-
text of the larger New York-New Jersey campaign, which until then had
been a series of American Defeats. A large part of the rebels' success at
saving their army was the 'indolent progress" of General Howe in pur-
suing them, a fact which baffled British and German officers and infu-
riated Loyalists such as Joseph Galloway. Disaffection was rife in parts of
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, notably in Bucks County. Not only did
American recruiters have to contend with the recalcitrance of Tories, but
also with resistance to mustering, sometimes to the point of bloodshed,
by militia, who did not want to abandon their families. And typical of
warfare in the eighteenth century, the civilian population, regardless of
political persuasion, was plundered by Hessians, British, and Americans
alike.

Dwyer points out that the American victory was favored by an almost
providential concentration of circumstances. One was the British cap-
ture of the insubordinate Charles Lee on December 13. Another was the
poor judgment of the Hessian Colonel Rall who ignored advice to build
defensive redoubts at Trenton, and exhibited a general tendency to
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underestimate the enemy. Count von Donop's dalliance at Mount Holly
deprived the Germans of timely succor. And on more than one occasion
during that fortnight, the weather played a crucial role. Although Wash-
ington can perhaps be faulted for the complexity of the multi-pronged
attack on Trenton, he can certainly be commended for its boldness, as
well as for his foresight in collecting all the rivercraft for miles north and
south of Trenton in order to prevent pursuit. Ultimately, the propaganda
value of the victory was not lost on either Americans, British, Germans,
Loyalists - or later historians.

Although Dwyer admittedly writes "mostly with the general reader in
mind," one would have hoped that in a book so heavily reliant on con-
temporary sources he had selected a method of citation that facilitated
targeting those sources. His narrative is drawn largely from published
works: there may still be a fascinating, untold story regarding the event
buried in manuscript collections that Dwyer did not tap. Why review a
book originally published in 1983? Because Rutgers University Press
reprinted it in an attractive, more accessible and affordable paperback
format.

David J. Fowler, David Library of the American Revolution
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The Pennsylvania Historical Association, in cooperation with local and regional
historical societies and agencies, seeks to advance the study of Pennsylvania's her-
itage. It is the only statewide historical society now active in the Commonwealth. By
its publication of the quarterly journal Pennsylvania History, a series of pamphlets
known as The Pennsylvania History Studies, and its annual meetings held succes-
sively in different parts of the state, the association stimulates scholarly activity and
arouses popular interest in the state's history.

The association's invitation is a broad one. It appeals to all those in Pennsylva-
nia who are interested in history, regardless of whether history is for them an avoca-
tion or a vocation. It invites to membership educators at all levels, authors and edi-
tors of historical studies, administrators for the study of history, archivists, historic
site supervisors, historic preservationists, and those in other professions that pro-
mote the study of history. The association welcomes both traditional and non-tradi-
tional practitioners and students of history. Please join today!

Membership in the Pennsylvania Historical Association
and subscription to Pennsylvania History

INDIVIDUAL MEMBERSHIPS
Regular-$25.00 Sustaining-$50.00
Lifetime-$350.00
Student-$15.00

INSTITUTIONAL
Schools, Libraries, Historical Societies, etc.-$30.00
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Mail remittance to:

Contributory-$100.00

"The Pennsylvania Historical Association."
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MAK1G AND REMAAKNG
PENISYIANIKS CKlWAR
Edled bvW itm Aask Oairand Illa- Peneak
For many people. Pennsylvania's contribution to the Civil War
goes little beyond the battle of Gettysburg. The North in gen-
eral has received far less attention than the Confederacy in
the historiography of the Civil War-a weakness in the Inera-
ture that this book will help to address. The essays in this vol-
une suggest a few ways to reconsider the impact of the Civil
War on Pennsylvania and the way its memory remains alive
even today.
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GATEWAY TO THE MAJORS
WRlLIANSPOgR ANDTHE PROFESSIOIAL
SASEBALL EXPERIENCE

Jam. ft Puiga Jr., and Los E. Hunagr Jr.

This book breaks new ground by weaving social history and
collective biography to capture the essence of the minor
league experience in one city. Drawing upon local
Williamsport newspapers, oral histories of former players.
baseball administrators, boosters and fans. rare photograph
collections, and primary source material from the Baseball Hall
of Fame Library and Archives, Gateway to the Majors recon-
stnrcts the totality of the professional baseball experience.
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PLAY MW
THE STORY OF rUTE LEAGUE SASESALL@
La and Robin Van Aukan

'/Pay Ball is a delightful walk down the storied history of Little
League Baseball. For those of us who played the dreams of our
youth, it brings back mighty memories. For those of us reluc-
tant adults who still dream, its a wonderful reminder of what
might have been.' -John Grisham
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